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Highlights

Almost two and a half months since Russian war in Ukraine. Will
Ukraine be able to sow enough for crop 2022?
With its exclusive prices, will Bulgaria keep selling?
Will Romania remain the main sea export route for Ukrainian
seeds since Ukrainian ports are blocked?
Will Moldova remain the No.1 importing country for sunflower
into EU since Ukraine opened for exports?
Will French sellers try to export as much as possible volume since
French authorities relaxed their requirements for labeling
because of the sunflower shortage?

Ukraine

Despite being in war Ukraine is again fully focused on export. 80%
of the crushing facility has started operation, and there is a good
supply of seeds. Donetsk and Lugansk are one of the main
regions for quality sunflower. Still, there is less understanding of
what will be happening in the occupied zones.
Very important agricultural land and a lot of multinational
companies' activities are under occupation. Sources say Russia is
taking agro stocks from occupied territories. The closer to the
conflict zone, the lower the price for sunflower seeds and oil is
available, but there is no proper logistics. There is shortage of
transport as all available transport is already in transit.
The Poland direction is overloaded with huge lines of trucks.
Romania Constanta route is working but is under question. A
huge shortage and increased prices on diesel will affect the
coming season. Spring crop planting in Ukraine reached 4.934
Mha as of Apr. 28: 1,367.8, down 36.4% YoY.
According to the British Ministry of Defense, citing intelligence,
Ukraine's grain harvest in 2022 is likely to be about 30-40% lower
than in 2021 due to the reduction of sown areas after the invasion.
The problems facing farmers are related to the sowing areas
which are exactly in the regions where the battles take place and
the areas where the front is located.
Planting intentions are 4.4 million ha, compared to 6.8 million ha
last year, with an estimated crop of 10-11 million tons, compared
to last year, when figures close to 16.7 million tons were recorded.
This is a threat to the global food security. The World Bank
warned for a possible highest food shock since mid 70s.

Russia

Russia's local price is higher than in Ukraine. The main reason is
stabile Rubel. Most export sales are in bulk vessels to Turkey or
nearby destinations. The main export to China is via railway.
Russia's June export duty will cross $500 per MT and only big
companies can export due to limits.

Bulgaria
Russia announced to stop gas supplies to Poland and Bulgaria
with immediate effect 10 days ago. Many hullers, oil mills and
fertilizer producers are dependent on these energy deliveries.
Although the prices for hulled sunflower seeds have even eased
slightly, last week they increased mostly in response to the
international sellers' reaction to the palm export ban from
Indonesia.
Supply has shrunken, lots of producers defaulted their contracts
on low prices and preferred to sell their raw material than to
dehull it. Demand also dropped – in Europe due to high prices, on
the overseas markets such as USA, Australia, Mexico due to
unbearable price of the sea freight. This brings some balance to
the prices of the kernels.
For the new crop market is limited. Almost no suppliers on the
market due to high unpredictability of the prices of the sunflower
September onwards. Crop in Bulgaria promises to be abundant,
areas planted with sunflower increased with around 5% for the
new crop.

Romania

Price indications for the current crop of sunflower seeds have
eased. Flows of raw materials from Ukraine, combined with those
of crude oil, have directly influenced domestic prices. The new
crop of sunflower seeds also decreased, in terms of price level.
Naturally, farmers were very busy with sowing and the interest in
contracting in advance did not exist at a high level. Farmers in
many parts of Romania, but especially in the south, have faced
extremely serious problems with the Tanymecus pest. Farmers
intervened, but in many cases, the damage caused the crop to be
completely reversed in some plots. The rainfall and the coming
ones do nothing but strengthen the belief in a good crop, in a
profit that will cover the costs of setting up. The level of sowing
estimated in Romania at this time certainly exceeds 1.3-1.35
million hectares, and if the rainfall will feed the plants, the crop
level that is close to 3.8-3.9 million tons is expected.

Moldova
There are supplies of raw materials, but market a little under
pressure with goods from Ukraine. Buyers are still waiting to buy
and seller not willing to sell at lower prices, which results in a flat
market.
Most producers prefer to sell their raw material instead of
dehulling it. The sowing of 2022 crop just started. There is an
expected increase in planting area but not known exactly how big
this will be.

France

Britain and Turkey restrict selling vegetable oil. In Britain, they
will start selling two bottles of vegetable oil per person.
Meanwhile, producers in France will ditch sunflower oil. French
authorities have allowed manufacturers of margarine, chips,
sauces, biscuits, and other products to replace sunflower oil in
recipes without changing the packaging due to supply
difficulties, reports Le Figaro.
Same story in Spain where industry turns to use more palm and
mix oils. Farmers in France not eager to sell, trades that have
been done are at very high levels. Also, no firm offers yet for new
crop.

Aldebaran’s advice

Watching carefully the whole veg complex is worth – rapeseed,
soybean, palm, even canola. All disruptions and positive news
there always affect the sunflower market. Like the ban of palm
export in Indonesia and the droughts for the soy bean in
Argentine recently.
Still there is a huge stock of sunflower seeds, that needs to be
utilized. It will depend on when the Russian-Ukrainian war will
end since Ukraine is the biggest worldwide sunflower
producer. However, it will take time since the infrastructure is
Ukraine is bad and logistical issues will exist even the war ends
tomorrow.
With the new crop coming, market might ease September
onwards.
Inflation because of diesel increase, labor increase, fertilizers
increase will back up the prices and we might not see the low
prices from the past years any soon.
Much uncertainty for new crop quantity and price level. Try to
secure your needs until September / October onwards.

Goods to offer

We have the following goods to offer, please contact us for the
prices:

SPOT
100MT Ukraine black inshells in big bags on pallets FCA
Rotterdam.
16MT Ukraine bakery in 25kg on pallets FCA Rotterdam.
15MT Moldavian bakery in 25kg on pallets FCA Rotterdam.

AFLOAT
Full truckloads black, striped inshells or bakery in 25kg or big
bags (both on pallets) directly from origin on demand.

FORWARD
New crop Bulgarian bakery in 25kg or big bags (both on
pallets) directly from origin on demand from September
onwards.

By all means, if you have any spot or afloat goods to sell yourself,
kindly let us know. Usually we can always find a new home for
these.
Should you have
trade@aldebaran.nl.
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